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ALTIlXTIDE--T RT?ESTICA!rIoNol?WEScINCEOu5El9B-2

19B-8, ARD 19X6-1 JELLPROPUISION EZKXKES

I- 0EzRAT10NAL CHARACTlzRI5TIcS

By William A. J?lemm

An investi&tionwas conducted in the EACA Cleveland altitude
wind tunnel to determine the operational oharacteristios of the
Westinghouse 19B-2, X5-8, and 19-l jet-propulsion engines. The
19B engine is one af the earliest experimental Westinghouse axial-
flow engines. The 19xB-lengine is an eIperimenta1 prototype of the
Westinghouse 15 series, having a rated thrust of 1400 pounds.
Izqprovements in pexformxnc8 and operational oharacteristios have
resulted in the 15-2B engine with a rated thrust of 1600 pounds.
The operational characteristics were determined over a range of
simulated altitudes from 5000 to 30,000 feet for the 19B engines and
frcm 5OCO to 35,000 feet for the 19-l engine at airspeede from
20 to 380 miles per hour. The affects of altitude and aimpeed on
such operating oharacteristics as operating range, stability of com-
bustion, starting, acceleration,  and functioning of the fuel-control
system are discussed. Damage to the engines that oucurred during
the investigation is also briefly discussed. The changes made in
the cc&u&ion-&amber configuration to improve the operating we
are described.

The operating range of the 19B engines was satisfactory below
a pregsure altitude of approximately 17,000 feet but operation above
17,000 feet was limited by combustion blow-out. The 15-l engine
had a considerably greater operating range at high altitude than
the 19B engines. Several changes in the configuration of the cm-
bustion chambers in all three engines failed to increase materially
the operating range. Approximately lminute was required to start
and accelerate the 19B engines to an engine speed of 17,000 w at
a pressure altitude of 5000 feet and an airspeed of about 20 miles
per hour with the adjustable tail cone in the Yn" position. Accel-
eration of the 19X9-1 engine was slightly faster. The starting
characteristics cf the 19XB-1 engine were eatisfactory but the 19B
engines did not start consistently.
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INTROIxJCTIO3

An investigation was ooIlducted in the NACA Cleveland altitude
wind tumel during Ootober and November 1944 to determine the opera-
tional and performance characteristics of the Westinghouse 19B-2,
192-8, and 19X8-1 jet-propulsion engine8 at simulated altitude and at
ram conditiorm. Tests were oonducted for a range of preeeure altitudee
from 5000 to 30,000 feet for the 19B engines and from 5000 to
35,000 feet for the MD-1 engine at airspeeds in the tunnel test
section from 20 to 380 miles per hour. At each preesure altitude the
temperature waa adjusted to the approximate value corresponding to
NACA etandard altitude.

The configuration of the combustion chamber was changed several
times and fuel nozzles of various sizes were used in an attempt to
increase the operating range of the engines at high altitudes.

Characteristic operational data are presented to show the effect
of altitldle and airspeed on operating range, aoceleration,  starting,
functioning  of the fuel-control system, and methods of operation. The
operational charaoteriatics of the three enginee investigated for the
standard configuration and with several modifications to the combus-
tion chambers are discussed.

WIMD-!FUNNEL IN8TALLATION

Deeoription of Engine

Two Westinghouse 192 engines were investigated. These engines
are similar in construotion  but the turbine and the turbine nozzles
of the EB-8 engine are modified, the tail-pipe-nczzle  area is
reduced, a& the screen at the entrance to the combustion chamber of
the 19B-8 engine has less restriction than the acreen of the EB-2
engine. The 19B engines have a sea-level rating of I.365 pounds static
thrust at an engine epeed of 17,500 rpm. The engine wae designed
for an air flow of 28 pounds per second and a fuel consumption of
approximately 1800 pomade per hour at rated engine conditions. The

over-all length of the engine is 8 feet 8$ inches with the adjustable
tail cone extended, the maximum diameter is 2C$ inches, and the total
weight is 822 pounda: The maximum diameter does not include the
accessory group, which can be mcunted on the top, bottom, or either
side of the front bearing suppcrt at the compressor inlet. The com-
preeeor has six axial-flow stages and provide8 a pressure ratio of
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approximately 3.5 at rated. engine speed. A cylindrioal oil cooler
2 feet long with an inside diameter of 14 inches is attaohed to the
front of the engine. The inner wall of the cylinder provides the
cooling surface for the oil.

The oombustion chamber is an annulus in which is mounted an
annular combustion basket (fig. 1) containing holes that meter
the charge air to the primary and secoe burning zones, Fuel
is supplied to the oambustion chamber through 24 fuel nozzles
oircumferentially mounted in a manifold at the forward end of the
ohamber. The tail pipe is equipped. with a movable inner cone with
a total travel of 5 inches. When the inner cone is moved froanthe
"in" position to the Wout" positIon, the nozzle area decreases from
approximately 140 to 105 square inches. A single-stage turbine
drives the compressor.

The 19XB-1 engine has a sea-level rating of apprtitely
1400 pounds static thrust at an engine speed of 16,500 ~F.IL At
this rating the air flow is 29 potis per second and the fuel
consumption is approximately 1600 pounds per hour. The physical
dimensions and the combustion-chamber design of the 19XB-1 engine
are the same as for the 192 engines. The compressor has 10 axial-
flow stages arad provides a pressure ratio of approximately 4 at
rated eng4e speed. The inner cone of the lSXB-1 tail pipe is not
ad justable. A single-stage turbine of different design than that
of the 192 engines drives the compressor.

A control box containing an automatic timing system is used
maUthree engines far starting. The timing cycle is begun by
first turning on the oil-pump switch a&. then the stsrter switch,
which energizes the ignition system and the starter motor. The
starter motor brings the engine speed up to about 2500 rpm. When
the engine etarte ad thus reduces the load on the starter motor,
the control box opens a oontaot that disengages the starter motor.
If the engine has not started at the end of 30 seco&s, the control
box will also shut off the starter motor. The starter switch must
then be re-engaged to begin another 30-second starting cycle.

On both 192 engines a barostat la used in the fuel system to
serve as an altitude compensator to hold the engine s-peed. approxi-
mately constant for a set throttle position when the altitude is
ChaIlged. The function of the bsrostat is to bypass part of the
excess fuel supplied by the constant-displacement fuel pv.
Eccess fuel is also bypassed by the throttle and the overspeed gov-
ernor . The bypass mechanism of the barostat is activated by the
campresso+inlet  total peasure.
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The engine was installed in a nacelle mounted under a etub wing
having a 7-foot span, which was cantilevered fran one eide of the
20-foot-diameter test section of the wind tunnel (fig. 2). The engine
air was admitted at the front of the nacelle and cooling air wa8
admitted through a amall inlet duct beneath the leading edge of the
Wing. For the static teete the portion of the cowling enclosing the
tail pipe and the rear of the combustion  chamber was removed because
the teat-section air velocity was too luu to inure eufficient cooling-
air flowthroughthe cowling, A 6-mesh screen made of 0.032-inch-diameter
steel wire was bolted to the front flange of the oil cooler to protect
the ccmpreeeor  From flying objecte in the t-1. Temperature and
pressure meaeuremente were taken at seven stations In the engine
(fig. 3) to obtain information on the Individual component8 and the
over-all operating characteristice.

An indirect method was ueed to determine the turbine-inlet tem-
perature. The engines were equipped by the manufacturer with thermo-
couple8 at the compreeeor  inlet (station 2), the compreseor outlet
(et&ion 3), and in the tail pipe (etation 5). These thermocouplea
were connected in eerie8 in such a mannerthatthe  reeultingtempera-
ture Micated on a potentiometer wa8 the sum of the tail-pipe indicated
temperature and the Indicated temperature rise through the compreeeor.

For the investigation, 62-octane unleaded fuel wae used in the
engines. The operational time of the engines in the tunnel was
48.5 houre for the MB-2 engine, 43.2 hour8 far the 19B-8 engine,
and 13.2 hour8 for the191cB-lengins.

TE9T  F’ROOEMHiE AliTI  RZSULT8

Operating Range

The inveetigation indlcated that the range of operable engine
speed8 for all three engines wae limited by combuetion blow-out at
high altitudes. The combuetion chamber and the fuel nozzlee, of the
engines were modified several times in an attempt to increaee the
operable speed range. The modificatione  included four configura-
tions an the 19B-2 engine, three on the X6-8 engine, and two 011 the
19x8-l engine.

MB-lengine. - In the original configuration of the combustion
chamber of the 19B-2 engine with the standard lO$-gallon epray
nozzles with a cone angle of 80', the operating range above a pree-
~ure altitude of 17,000 feet was limited by combuetion blow-out at
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both maximum a& minim= operable speeds (fig. 4). The idling speed
of the engine, the lowest speed at which the engine could be oper-
ated without burning in the tail pipe and excessive tail-pfpe tern-
peratures, is shown by the dashed curve. The operating range with
the tail cone moved in exteIlded from approximately 14,000 to
17,300 rpm at a pressure altitude of 20,000 feet and from 15,500 to
16,500 rpm at 30,OQO feet. When the tail-pipe-nozzle area was
decreased to a minimum by moving the tail cone 5 inches out, the
operable range at 20,000 feet was greatly reduced. With the
tail-pipe-nozzle area fully reduced, the engine would not operate at .
30,000 feet. Whentheadrspeed  inthetunnelwas raised, the oper-
atkg range was slightly Increased in all cases.

EI the first revision of this engine, 12 of the 24 alternately
spaced fuel nozzles were extended l$ inches downstream of the ma&-
fold by means of an adapter. The star&ard lO&gallon, 80°-angle
spray nozzles were used on the extensions and l&-gallon, 45'-angle
spray nozzles were directly attached to the m&old. This modifi-
cation of fuel-nozzle arrangement permitted operation at maximum
design speed at all altitudes but did not appreciably change the
minImumspeedatwhich the enginewould operate.

In order to Induce more turbulence in the primary burning zone,
the combustion chamber was then modified by welding l/4- by 3/16-
by l/32-inch staInless-steel angles to the sides of the ccxnbustion
chamber approximately 1% inches downetreamofthe  fuel-fold
(fig. 5(a) 1. Tests of this arrangement were made. using lO$allon,
4S"-angle spray nozzles directly attached to the face of the mani-
fold. The operating range of the engine with this modification was
about the same as with the original configption.  The minimum
engine speed above 17,000 feet and the maximum engine speed above
20,090 feet were limited by ccsibustion blow-out.

An Inconel half-tube ring was then mounted in the coadbuetion
chamber approximately 2$ inches downstream of the manifold (fig. S(b))
in an attempt to provide a pilot flame in the ccPnbustion chamber that
might serve to maintain combustion at altitude conditians. For the

tests of this installatfon, lO$allon, 45'-angle spray nozzles were
mounted in the face of the manifold. The operatingrange  of the
engine with this modification was approxfmately the seme as for the
original configuration.
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19B-8 engine. - The operating range above a pressure altitude
of 17,000 feet with the original configuration of the 19B-8 engine
was limited by combustion blow-out in the same mnner as was the
198-2 engine. The operational ceiling of the 198-8 engine with the
tail cone in and at an airepeed of about 20 miles per hour was
2~,000 feeli. The operating range of the engine at 20,000 feet was
similar to that of the 19B-2 engine but the upper limit of the
operating speed range above 20,000 feet was lower than for the
19B-2 engine (fig. 6). With the tail cone 3 inches out, operation
was very unstable above a preesure altitude of 10,000 feet and at
20,000 feet the speed range of the engine was from 15,000 to
16,000 rpm. Combustion blow-out occurred at a pressure altitude of
20,000 feet when the tail cone was moved out further than 3 Inches.
The slight increase in operating range obtained by raising the air-
speed in the test section was similar to that obtained with the
IJB-2 engine.

The first modification made in an effort to increase the oper-
Sting range was t0 obtain 8 more finely atamized fuel spray. The
SW lC&allon, 80°-angle spray nozzlss were replaced by
8&allm, 80°-tangle spray nozzles. The upper Umit of safe engFne
cperation was lower with these nozzles installed than with the
lO$allon nozzles as a result of higher tail-pipe temperatures.
Because of high tail-pipe temperatures and exceseive  afterburning,
operation of the engine with the tail cone 3 inches out was
impossible at any altitude. The minimum operating speed of the
engine with the tail cone in at a pressure altitude of 20,000 feet
was approxtitely the same 88 with the +allon nozzles. Because
of the high tail-pipe temperatures and the afterburning encoun-
tered, operation of the engine with the 8$gallon nozzles was unsat-
isfactory at all airspeeds and altitudes.

Extensions were then so installed that all the fuel nozzles
were approximately $ inches downstream of the manifold. Tha
lO&allon, 4S"-angle  spray nozzle8 were used for rune with this
modification. The two rows of holes neared the turbine on the
inner surface of the combustion basket were opened (location A,
fdg. 1), the first three rows of holes between each nozzle were
closed (location B, fig. l), and the nine small holee opposite each
fuel nozzle were closed (location C, fig. 1). The operating range .
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and the effects of airspeed and tafl-cone position were the same 8s
with the st8rxlard configuration. The engine operated with slightly
higher tail-pipe temperatures than were initially obtained with this
engine but the temperatures were not so high as those obtained with
the 8&llon nozzles.

19xB-1 engine. - The operating range of the 19XB-1 engine, which
was considerably greater at high altitudes than that of the 19B engines
(fig. 7), extended froz~10,500 to l5,OOO rpmat a pressure altitude
of 30,000 feet 8nd froa12,5OO.t0  14,400 r-pm at 35,000 feet. The
rpaximum speed at which the engine could be safely operated w&s limited
by the requirement that a turbine-inlet temperature of 1!500° P
should not be exceeded. Combustion blow-out at the minimum operating
speed was encountered at 35,000 feet. hbw this altitude  8 blue
flame was emitted from the bottaan of the tail pipe at low engine
speeds, a condition that made maintenance of a constant engine speed
difficult. The flsrae was 8ppsrently caused by the concentration of
fuel in the bottom of the cozibustion chamber. The fuelmmifold
pressures encountered at these low-speed co&~tions were leea than
10 pounds per square inch gage and the fuel was probably befng
improperly 8tomized by the nozzles. The idling speed of the engine
is shown by the dashed curve in figure 7. The idling speed of the
engine was the lowest speed at which the engins could be operated
without burning in the tail pipe. When the airepeed was raised in the
tunnel, the operating range increased slightly 8s with the 19B engines.

In an attempt to obtain lower fdling speeds by more finely *
atomizing the fuel, 8.3-gallon, 45O-angle spray nozzles were inst8lled..
The idling speed and the operating characteristics of the engine were
unchanged but higher tail-pipe temperatures lowered the msximum speed
at which the engine could be safely operated.

Afterburning 8nd Stability of Ccrmbustion

19B er&nes. - Bum&q of fuel in the tail pipe was encountered
with the 19B engines at pressure altitudes above 20,000 feet; The
amount of burning in the tail pipe increased when the tail cone was
moved out. When the msxlt_mum operable epeed of the engines at high
altitudes was reached, 8 further increase in fuel flow resulted in
the emission of 5- to g-foot blue flames from the tail pipe. These
flames constantly shifted about in the annulxis  of the tail-pipe noz-
zle, When the fuel flow W&B further increased, the flames became more
unstable and combustion in the engine ceased completely.

After the 19B engines were started at 8 preesure altitude of
25,000 feet, the maximum speed obtainable was about 5000 rpm. In order
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to increase the engine speed, the altitltde had to be reduced until
at apprcxQnately 17,000 feet the engine could be accelerated to its
normal operating range. This unstable operating range is shown by
the hatched area in f-tgures 4 and 6. In this region of operation
the ccmbustionw8a  very unstable, the fuel consumption was excessive,
and 8 blue flame was constantly emitted from the tail pipe. When
the fuel flow was raised during operation of the engine in this
unstable range, the engine speed decreased and 8- to lo-foot blue
flames were emitted from the tail pipe.

19Zb1 engine. - The combustion characteristics of the 19XB-1
engine were muoh better than the 19B engines and considerably less
afterburning was encountered at high altitudes. The unstable oper-
sting r-8 of the 19.X33-1 engine encountered abwe 8 preesure alti-
tude of 30,000 feet is shown by the hatched area in figure 7.

Acceleration

193 engines. - Acceleration of the 19B engines was relatively
slow at engine speeds below 10,000 rpm. At high airspeeda the
acceleration was more rapid than at low airepeeds. At a pressure
altitude of 15,000 feet etlld an airspeed of 200 miles per hour,
approximately 45 seconda were required to accelerate from 5000 to
16,000 r-pm; 30 seconde of this time were required to reach 10,000 rpm.
When the airspeed was raised to 325 miles per hour the acceleration
was so improved that 20 seconds were required to accelerate frcan
5500 to 16,500 ~ESU, 10 seconds of which were required to reach
10,000 I-pm. Approximately 1 minute was required to start the engines
from rest and accelerate to 17,000 rpm at a pressure altitude of
5000 feet and an airspeed of about 20 miles per hour. Three-fourths
of this time was required to reach 10,000 rpm. During such rapid
accelerations, considerable vibration in the engine and an exces-
sive amount of burning in and behind the tat1 pipe were encountered.

When the engine was being accelerated fraanthe unstable to the
&able operating region at a preeeure altitude of about 17,000 feet,
8 great deal of manipulation of the throttle was necessary and
eeveral minutes were often required to increase the engine speed from
7000 to 12,000 rpl. While such accelerations were being made, a
blue flame burned in and 2 to 4 feet behind the tail pipe. During
operation in the stable region above 20,000 feet, slow acceleration
of the engine was necessary. Attempts to accelerate rapidly caused
excessive burning in and behind the tail pipe and often resulted in
combustion failure.

.

During operation of the engines at pressure altitudes of 5000
or 10,000 feet with an airspeed of about 100 miles per hour, attempts
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to accelerate too rapidly from low engine speeds with the tail cone
mwed either In or out resulted in an increase in fuel rate to about
twice the normal oonsumptionwfthno  0-e in engdne med. The
engine speed couldbe heldnearly oonstantbutexperimentalco~i-
tiom could not be stabilizedat the highfuelrate.  Ablue flame
extended from the tail pipe, the turbine-inlet temperatures were
200' to 300° F higher than normal, and the tail-pipe temperatures
were 100° to 2000 F higher than normal. The temperature distribution
around the tail pipe w&e not uniform when the engine was operating
at the high fuel rate. The fuel rate could be reduced to the normal
value by retard- the throttle. When the engine w&e aocelera.ted
more slowly, the high fuel rate was not encountered. The engine had
to be accelerated more slowly through this region with the tail cone
moved. out. With the tail cone moved either in or out, rapid acceler-
ations were normal at a pressure altitude of 5000 feet and an airspeed
of 200 miles per hour. The high fuel rate was encountered with the
tail cone moved out at a pressure altitude of 10,000 feet and an air-
speed of 250 miles per hour, although acceleration was normal with the
tail cone moved in.

19XB-1 engine. - Acceleration at all altitudea was more rapfd
with the 19X8-1 engine than with the 19B engines, although aoceler-
ation below 10,000 rpm was stfll rather slow. The amount of burning
in and behind the tail pipe during rapid accelerations was about the
same for both engines. Ccanbuetfon blow-out, which limited accelera-
tion of the 19B engines above a pressure altitude of 20,000 feet, had
much less effect on the l--l engine. Thehighfuelrate obtained
during rapid accelerations of the 19E engines was not encountered with
the19x84engMe.

starting

19B engines. - In the staraaard configuration, the 19B-2 engine
w&s much easier to start than the 193-8 engine. F2cm 15 to 20 sec-
onds of the 30-secoti starting cycle were usually required to sm
the 19B-2 engine. During the starting cycle before the fuel ignited,
the throttle position was about one-third open. With the 19B-8 engine,
two 8tartIn.g cycle8 were usually required. During the firetstartIng
cycle, the throttle was about one-half open; after the cycle had elapsed,
the engine speed was allowed to drop to between 500 and 1000 rpn. With
the combustion chamber and tafl pipe thus loaded wfth fuel, another
starting cycle was begun. Usually the fuel ignited immsdiately and very
high turbine-inlet ti tail-pipe temperatures resulted. Numerous
repetitions of the starting cycles were sometimes necessary before the
fuel ignited.
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After the angles were welded in the combustion chamber (fig. s(8))

and the lO$@lon, 4S"-angle spr8y nozzles were installed, the
19B-2 engine was very difficult to start. In order to start the
engine, the method just described for the 19B-8 engine was adopted.
Higher turbine-inlet and tail-pipe temperatures were obtained than
with the 195-8 engine, however, and flames extended from 15 to
20 feet behind the tail pipe during acceleration through the starting
region.

When the L&inch nozzle extensions were inst8lled in the la-8
engine, one spark plugw88 placed ~inChe8 fromthe face of the fuel
manifold between two longitudinal rows of holes in the combustion
basket 8nd in line with a fuel nozzle (location D fig. 1). The other
spark plug was placed 2; inches from the fuel manifold in line with 8
row of holes in the combustion basket (location E, fig. 1). The hole
immediatelyupstream of and in line with the ap8rk plug w&s covered..
The 19B-8 engine w&s much easier to start after these changes had been
made.

The 19E! engines could seldom be started when windmLlling at an
airspeed 8bWe 50 miles per hour. In the cases where the engines
were started at higher airspeeds, the combustion chamber and tail
pipe were loaded with an excess of fuel. Upon ignition of the fuel,
extremely high temperatures were obtained through the turbine end a
blue fl8me 10 to 15 feet long burned out of the tail pipe. The
fleme then withdrew into the ccenbustion  chamber and the temperatures
dropped 8s the engine speed was increased.

Several attempts to start the 19B engines at a pressure alti-
tude of 30,000 feet were unsuccessful. Both 19B engines were
st8rted at a pressure altitude of 25,000 feet with an airspeed of
50 miles per hour in the test section. The engines were started
at 8 pressure  8ltitude  of 25,000 feet immed.iately  after they were
shut down and before the combustion chamber had time to cool off.
As previously mentioned, the maximum engine speed obtainable after
starting the engine at a pressure altitude of 25,000 feet was about
5OOorpm. In order to increase the speed still more, the altitude
was lowered until at a pressure altitude of approximately 17,000 feet
the engine could be accelerated to the stable operating range. The
engines were started several times at a pressure altitude of
15,000 feet after they had been cooled 10 to 15 minutes. During
these starts the combustion chamber h8d to be loaded with fuel,
which resulted in high temperatures and burning in the tail pipe.
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In cases where the engines failed to start after repeated
attempts, fuel 81x3 oil eddied out of the tail pipe and settled .
between the tail pipe and the cowling. When the engine was then
sucoessfully  started, the fuel in the cowling was ignited by the
heat firm the tail pipe. These fires usually burned in the bottom
of the cowling and half way up either side of the tail pipe. In
order to provide sufficient cooling air through the cowling to blow
out the flame, the airspeed in the test section w&s r8ised to between
200 and 300 miles per hour.

19XB-1 engine. - With the throttle about one-third open, the
19XEb1 engine was usu8lly started in 15 to 20 seconds. This engine
could be started at a pressure altittie of 35,000 feet with an
airspeed of 200 miles per hour. Themaximzmengine apeedthatcould
be obtained after st8rting the engine at this altitude was from
3800 to 4OOC rpm. No attempts were made to start the engine at a
pressure altitude higher tha,n 35,OCO feet. At 8 pressure altitude
of 30,000 feet with an airspeed of 200 miles per hour, the engine
was started and accelerated to nombal operating speeds, although
accelerstion below 10,ooO rpnnwas sluggish. When too much fuel
was fed iuto the engine during the starts at 30,000 feet, cmbustion
ceased at engine speeds between 8800 and 9500 qua.

Fuel-Control system

19B engines. - The barostat control and the overspeed governs,
which represent intermediate  designs, did not give sufficient speed
control 8t altitude in the high engine speed. range.

19XB-1 engine. - The overspeed  governor on the 19xB-1 engine
was the same 8s on the 19B engine but the engine was not equipped
with a baa-o&at. Because the raaximm speed of the 19xB-1 engine
was limited by high tail-pipe t~eratures  in all c8ses, no obser-
vation was made of the reliabflity of the governor.

Substantial redesign of the fuel in 8 control system is under
way to alleviate the difficulties encountered.

Tail-Pipe &Turbine Failure

19B engines. - When the 198 engines were received for testing,
the exit nozzles of the tail pipes were considerably out of round.
A circular wooden cone was forced into the tail pipes to return them
tc the correct shape and a stainless-steel strap of l/8- by 3/4Linch
section was tack-welded around the tail pipe at the nozzle exit.
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After 8pp;roximately 40 hours of operation on both engines, the t8il-
pipe nozzlss were not warped more than + inch out of round on the
diameter.

After several hours of engine operation, the front portion of
both tail pipes that forms a shroud around the turbine wheel began
to warp. This warping decreased the tip clearance of the turbine
blades and caused them to scrape the tail pipe. The tips of sev&
turbine blades on the 19B-8 engine broke off during operation
because of the reduced cl-ce. Before this failure occurred,
the engine had been operating under unusual conditions with-high tail-
pipe temperatures and burning was present in the tail pipe. The first
indication of the turbine failure, an increase in the engine fuel
rate, was observed immedi8tely  after a burst of sparks and several
sz8l.l balls of fire had shot out of the tail pipe. After the turbine
blades were damaged, the engine began to vibrate 8nd the tail cone
then became loose 8nd blew out of the tail pipe.

19XB-1 engine. - After operation of the NIB-1 engine for
approximately 10 hours, partly under unusual conditions with burning
in the tail cone, 12 of the 16 struts holding the tail cone in pl8ce
were found to have broken away. In some cases the weld between
the strut and the tail cone had failed and in other cases the struts
had been torn out of the tail cone. The tips of the turbine blades
had 8180  scraped the tail pipe.

These findings on the 198 and 19xB-1 engines resulted in
redesign th8t elirain8ted the trouble encountered.

gUMMARYOFEt!SUUS

The following operstional characteristics were observed during
8.n altitude-wind-tunnel investig8tion  of the Westinghouse MB-2,
MB-8, 8& 19XB-1 jet-propulsion engines with standard and modified
combustion chambers for a range of pressure altitudes from 5000 to
35,000 feet and airspeeds f&m 20 to 360 miles per hour.

1. The operating range of the 126 engines was s8tisf8ctory
below a pressure altitude of approximately 17,000 feet but above
17,000 feet operation was limited by ocmbustion  blow-out. The
operating ran@le of the 19.6-2 and the 123-8 engines in the original
configuration with meximum tail-pipe-nozzle erea exteIlded  from engine
speeds of 14,000 to 17,300 qm at a pressure altitude of 20,000 feet.
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The operating range of the MB-2 engine ertem%ed from 15,500 to
16,500 rpm at 30,000 feet; however, the operational ceiling of the
1Sb8 engine was 29,000 feet. A decrease in tail-pipe-nozzle area
further reduced the operating range.

2. At high pressure altitudes the operating range of the 19xB-1
engine was consider8bly greater than for the 19b engines a&L cc&ms-
tion blow-out did not limit the operating range below 8 pressure
altitude of 30,000 feet. The range of operable engine speeds
extended frcxu 10,500 to 15,000 rpm at 8 pressure altitude of
30,000 feet and from 12,500 to 14,400 rpm at a pressure altitude of
35,000 feet.

3. No material lurprovment  was obtained by several modifica-
tims of the ccanbustion chamber that were investdgated  in 8n attempt
to increase the operating r8nge of the engines at high altitudes.

4. ApproxWatelg  lmfnute was required to start and accelerate
the 15B engines to 17,000 rpm with the tail cone in at a pressure
altitude of 5000 feet and an aIrspeed of about 20 miles per hour.
Three-fourths of this time was required to reach 10,000 rpm. Accel-
eration of the lsm-1 8I@ne was slightly faster.

.

.

5. The starting chmacteristics  of the 19XB-1 engine were
SatiBf8CtOry;  it Could be St8rted at 8 pressure altitude 88 high
as 35,000 feet 8-b an airspeed of 200 miles per hour. The 198 engines
were difficult to st8r-k at airspeeds abwe 50 miles per hour at
all altitudes.

6. Satisfactory operation of the lubricating system was encountered
under all conditions investigated. The Mostat and the overspeed
governor installed on the MB engines gave oper8tional difficulty at
high engine speed.

7. Under the unusual conditions of operating the engine wfth
burning in the tail cone beyond its operational range, dsm8ge
occurred to the Ml3 turbine blades and to the struts in the 19XB-1
t8il cone.

Lewis Flight PropulsionIaboratqy,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronatiics,

Clevelsad, Ohio
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( a )  With cowling. 

( b l  Vvithout cowling. 

Figure 2 ,  - Instal lat ion of West inghouse 19-8 jet-propulsion engine in 
sing nacelle for investigation in altitude wind tunnel, 
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Figure 3. - Side view of Westinghouse 19-B jet-propulsion installation showing measuring
stations.
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TFace of manifold

(a} Position of steel aWles.

-Face of' msnifold

\i----.g--i

LFuelmanif  old

---r

Fuel norrtle P-=0.032” Incone
half-tube ring

(b) poslt%on of bau-tube ring.
Figure 5.0 QketaWs showing two modifioations

installed in combustfon chamber of Westing-
house lQB-2 jet-pmpulsion  engine.
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Figure 6.- variation of operating range with pressure altitude
at an airspeed of 20 miles per hour with tail oone in and
3 inches out rlth original configuration. Westinghouse
19B-8 jet-propulsion engine.
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Figure 7-- Variation of operating range with pressure altitude

at an airspeed of 20 miles per hour with original eonfigu-
ration. Westinghouse 19XB-1 jet-propulsion engine.




